

























 
 












 Have a Happy Day ! 




  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  




Oops ! Today you
have a "Blind Date", right ?[image: Grin !]


Just kidding
.... ho.. ho.. ho.. ! 






  Domain name for Sell : www.medicalhub.org


 e-Mail me or via Twitter :  @ninabkk 





[bookmark: tan]Anyway,do
you want to know about your Attitude ? 


* Pick your
First name ...... ! 

From : BimZ [image: Good Luck ! ]
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	You
    are not particularly romantic, but you are interested in action. You 

    mean business. With you, what you see is what you get. You have no 

    patience for flirting and can't be bothered with someone who is trying 

    to be coy, cute, demyoure, and subtly enticing.You are an up-front 

    person.  When it comes to sex, it's action that counts, not obscyoure 

    hints.  Your mate's physical attractiveness is important to you. You

    find the chase and challenge of the "hunt" invigorating. You are 

    passionate and sexual, as well as being much more adventurous than you 

    appear; however, you do not go around advertising these qualities. Your 

    physical needs are your primary concern.
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	You
    give off vibes of lazy sensuality. You enjoy being romanced, wined, 

    and dined. You are very happy to receive gifts as an expression of the 

    affection of your lover. You want to be pampered and know how to pamper 

    your mate. You are private in your expression of endearments, and 

    particular when it comes to lovemaking. You will hold off until 

    everything meets with your approval. You can control your appetite and 

    abstain from sex if need be. You require new sensations and experiences. 

    You are willing to experiment.
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	You are a very social individual, and it is important to you to have a 

    relationship. You require closeness and togetherness. You must be able 

    to talk to your sex partner-before, during, and after. You want the 

    object of your affection to be socially acceptable and good-looking. You 

    see your lover as a friend and companion. You are very sexual and 

    sensual, needing someone to appreciate and almost worship you.  When 

    this cannot be achieved, you have the ability to go for long periods 

    without sexual activity. You are an expert at controlling your desires 

    and doing without.
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	Once
    you get it into your head that you want someone, you move full 

    steam ahead in yoursuit. You do not give up your quest easily. You are 

    norturing and caring. If someone has a problem, this turns you on. You 

    are highly sexual, passionate, loyal, and intense in your involvement's, 

    sometimes possessive and jealous. Sex to you is a pleasure to be 

    enjoyed.  You are stimulated by the eccentric and unusual, having a free 

    and open attitude.
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	Your
    greatest need is to talk. If your date is not a good listener, you 

    have trouble relating. A person must be intellectually stimulating or 

    you are not interested sexually. You need a friend for a lover and a 

    companion for a bedmate. You hate disharmony and disruption, but you do 

    enjoy a good argument once in a while-it seems to stir things up. You 

    flirt a lot, for the challenge is more important than the sexual act for 

    you. But once you give your heart away, you are uncompromisingly loyal. 

    When you don't have a good lover to fall asleep with, you will fall 

    asleep with a good book. (Sometimes, in fact, you prefer a goodbook.)
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	You
    are idealistic and romantic, putting your lover on a pedestal. You 

    look for the very best mate you can find. You are a flirt, yet once 

    committed, you are very loyal. You are sensuous, sexual, and privately 

    passionate. Publicly, you can be showy, extravagant, and gallant. You 

    are born romantic. Dramatic love scenes are a favourite fantasy pastime. 

    You can be a very generous lover. 
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	You
    are fastidious, seeking perfection within yourself and your lover. 

    You respond to a lover who is your intellectual equal or superior, and 

    one who can enhance your status. You are sensuous and know how to reach 

    the peak of erotic stimulation, because you work at it meticulously. You 

    can be extremely active sexually-that is, when you find the time. Your 

    duties and responsibilities take precedence over everything else. You 

    may have difficulty getting emotionally close to a lover, but no trouble 

    getting close sexually.
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	You
    seek a mate who can enhance your reputation and your earning 

    ability. You will be very generous to your lover once you have

    attained a commitment. your gifts are actually an investment in your 

    partner. Before the commitment, though, you tend to be frugal in your 

    spending and dating habits, and equally cautious in your sexual 

    involvement's. You are a sensual and patient lover.
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	You
    have a great need to be loved, appreciated... even worshipped. You 

    enjoy luxyry, sensuality, and pleasures of the flesh. You look for 

    lovers who know what they are doing. You are not interested in an 

    amateur, unless that amateur wants a tutor. You are fussy and exacting 

    about having your desires satisfied. You are willing to experiment and 

    try new modes of sexual expression. You bore

    easily and thus require sexual adventure and change. You are more 

    sensual than sexual, but you are sometimes downright lustful.
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	You
    are blessed with a great deal of physical energy. When used for 

    love-making, there is nothing to stop you, except maybe the stamina of 

    your partner (you could have danced all night.) You respond to the 

    thrill of the chase and the challenge of the mating game. You can carry 

    on great romances in your head. At heart you are a roamer and need to 

    set out on your own every so often.  You will carry on long-distance 

    relationships with ease. You are idealistic and need to

    believe in love. The sex act seems to satisfy a need to be natured 

    deepwithin.
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